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Abstract14

Space weather predictions related to coronal mass ejections (CMEs) requires understand-15

ing how a CME is initiated and how its properties change as it propagates. While some16

parameters can be measured relatively easily near the Sun, others are much harder to17

disentangle from projected coronagraph images. Most predictions have been limited to18

the arrival time of a CME and include little to no information about the CME’s inter-19

nal properties. ANTEATR-PARADE represents the most thorough description of the20

interplanetary evolution of CMEs in a highly computationally-efficient model. (Kay &21

Nieves-Chinchilla, 2020) presents the derivation of this model, where we have added an22

elliptical cross section to the original arrival time model ANTEATR and introduced in-23

ternal magnetic forces that, combined with the drag, can alter the shape of the central24

axis and cross section. ANTEATR-PARADE results include the transit time of CMEs,25

as well as the shape and size, propagation and expansion velocities, density, and mag-26

netic field properties upon impact. We determine the dependence of each output on each27

of the ANTEATR-PARADE input parameters. For a fast CME, we see that the tran-28

sit time and propagation velocity depend most strongly on inputs that modify the drag29

force whereas the inputs affecting the magnetic forces determine the expansion of the30

CME. We extend to other CMEs and find that the sensitivities change with CME scale.31

Magnetic forces become more important for an average CME whereas the drag force be-32

comes more important for an extreme CME.33

Plain Language Summary34

Frequently, in a violent explosion of mass, energy, and magnetic field the Sun sheds35

part of its atmosphere as a transient that propagates out through the solar system. These36

CMEs, continue evolving, expanding and distorting as they interact with their surround-37

ings. We have developed a model that includes the effects of the forces from a CME’s38

magnetic field and the external drag forces, which will cause the size and shape of the39

CME to change over time. Our model determines how long it would take for a CME to40

reach Earth, the speed at which it will propagate and expand, how long it will take to41

pass the Earth, and what it’s magnetic field strength and density will be at the time of42

impact. This model depends on many input parameters, some of which can be easily mea-43

sured in the corona and others that are much harder to constrain. We determine how44

the uncertainties in each input affects each output. We find that the behavior differs as45

the scale of the CME changes from a common, average CME to a rare, highly energetic,46

extreme CME. Average CMEs tends to be more sensitive to the magnetic forces and ex-47

treme CMEs to the drag forces.48

1 Introduction49

Frequently, in a violent explosion of mass, energy, and magnetic field the Sun sheds50

part of its atmosphere as a transient that propagates out through the solar system. These51

CMEs, continue evolving, expanding and distorting as they interact with their surround-52

ings. A CME can cause severe space weather effects when its path causes it to impact53

another object. Close to home, the interaction between a CME and the Earth’s mag-54

netic field can lead to stunning aurora but also adversely affect human technologies, both55

in space and at the surface (e.g Baker, 2000; Schrijver, 2015). Farther away, CMEs can56

interact with missions throughout the solar system. Predicting the behavior of CMEs57

will become increasingly important as humans look toward future exploration of the moon58

and Mars. Understanding the impact of a CME requires knowing what that CME was59

like as it was initiated near the Sun, and how it changes while en route.60

If a CME’s properties are observed near the Sun then we can make predictions on61

when it may arrive at Earth and what its properties may be at the time of impact. Most62

predictions have focused solely on the arrival time as CMEs as the simplest estimate of63
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it only requires the propagation speed of the CME. Most arrival time models simulate64

some form of drag force causing the CME speed to gradually approach that of the back-65

ground solar wind (e.g. Vršnak et al., 2013; Hess & Zhang, 2015; Möstl et al., 2015), though66

machine learning techniques present an opportunity for relatively accurate predictions67

without simulating the underlying physics (e.g Liu et al., 2018). Alternatively, complex68

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations can be used to simultaneously model most69

aspects of a CME, including arrival times and properties upon impact (e.g Odstrcil et70

al., 2004; Jin et al., 2017; Pomoell & Poedts, 2018), but these rarely run on the time scales71

necessary for space weather predictions.72

While over the years arrival time predictions have improved, recent results seem73

to have stagnated with a mean absolute error of about 10 hours (e.g. Riley et al., 2018;74

Wold et al., 2018). The quality of predictions depends not only on the quality of the mod-75

els themselves, but also the inputs used to initiate the model. Multidimensional drag mod-76

els depend on the CME’s relative location to the impact object. A measurement of po-77

sition can be estimated from a single coronagraph image (e.g. Xie et al., 2004; Xue et78

al., 2005). The accuracy improves when multiple images from different viewpoints are79

combined using various geometric reconstruction techniques but there is often still a dis-80

crepancy between the results of different techniques or different users fitting the same81

CME (Mierla et al., 2010, and references within). While we do not have “true” positions82

for real CMEs, this sensitivity has long been seen and a team was formed through the83

International Space Science Institute to explicitly demonstrate it(Verbeke et al., 2019).84

The team has demonstrated the improvement in measured positions with multiple view-85

points and show the effect on CME arrival time predictions using synthetic coronagraph86

images with known CME positions fit by numerous experts in CME reconstruction (Ver-87

beke et al. 2021, in prep).88

The severity of a CME impact at Earth depends directly on the magnetic field strength89

and orientation, but few models have made an attempt to model this in a manner suit-90

able for space weather predictions. The magnetic field strength requires knowing the ini-91

tial values near the Sun, which can be estimate or inferred (e.g. Gopalswamy et al., 2017)92

but is not routinely done for all eruptions. Magnetic field strength predictions also re-93

quire knowing how the CME volume evolves during propagation. The orientation requires94

knowing the handedness of a CME’s internal flux rope and the general orientation of the95

CME, which is hard to measure, even in multi-viewpoint observations (Nieves-Chinchilla96

et al., 2012; Chi et al., 2018). Often the orientation of a CME reconstructed in situ dif-97

fers significantly from the orientation inferred in the coronal (Al-Haddad et al., 2018),98

and it is unclear whether this represents an evolution of the CME or simply uncertain-99

ties in both measurements. Kunkel and Chen (2010), Savani et al. (2015) and Kay et100

al. (2017) represent the only efforts to produce in situ magnetic profiles by forward mod-101

eling a CME’s internal magnetic field. The positional information inferred from the corona102

orients a simple flux rope that propagates over a synthetic observer. These model show103

promise for magnetic field predictions, but are not yet actively used for such.104

To further complicate interplanetary propagation, models suggest that the shape105

of a CME can change during interplanetary propagation. Specifically, the cross section106

tends to become more elliptical with the width decreasing relatively in the direction of107

propagation (Riley & Crooker, 2004; M. J. Owens et al., 2005). This deformation is typ-108

ically referred to as “pancaking” and, while not directly measured, can also be inferred109

from other in situ observations (e.g. Russell & Mulligan, 2002; M. Owens & Cargill, 2004).110

Isavnin (2016) develop a much more complex flux rope model that incorporates pancak-111

ing and other deformations through additional free parameters. This flux rope model can112

much more accurately reproduce observed in situ profiles, but it remains to be seen whether113

the inputs can suitably determined for predictions.114

One approach to handling a large amount of uncertainties in the initial parame-115

ters is to run ensemble studies sampling the range of those uncertainties. This yields not116
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only the most probable results, but also a measure of the uncertainty of each output. To117

do this on the time scales needed for predictions requires very computationally-efficient118

models. Many of the simple, physics-driven drag models are suitable and have been adapted119

for ensemble simulations (e.g. Dumbović et al., 2018; Amerstorfer et al., 2018). The Open120

Solar Physics Rapid Ensemble Information (OSPREI) suite of models combines a model121

for the coronal deflection and rotation of CMEs (Kay et al., 2015), with an arrival time122

model (Kay & Gopalswamy, 2018), and an in situ magnetic field model (Kay et al., 2017).123

Through the use of ensembles, Kay and Gopalswamy (2018) showed how uncertainties124

in the CME properties used to initiate the coronal simulation can propagate through the125

chain of simulations can affect the output parameters related to space weather predic-126

tions such as travel time and magnetic field strength and orientation.127

In Kay and Nieves-Chinchilla (2020), hereafter Paper 1, we took the simple arrival128

time model ANTEATR (ANother Type of Ensemble Arrival Time Results, Kay & Gopal-129

swamy, 2018; Kay et al., 2020) and expanded it to ANTEATR-PARADE (Physics-driven130

Approach to Realistic Axis Deformation and Expansion). We included magnetic forces131

that, combined with the drag forces, act to change the shape and size of a CME’s cen-132

tral axis and cross section during its interplanetary propagation. Paper I evaluated the133

relative importance of the different components of the magnetic forces and drag force134

and found that the drag tends to have the strongest effect. We also found that the fi-135

nal results are quite sensitive to the method by which the initial velocity of the CME136

front is broken down into propagation and expansion speeds. The primary focus of Pa-137

per I is presenting the model details and some initial results. In this paper we fully ex-138

plore the sensitivity of ANTEATR-PARADE results to all of its inputs and infer how139

these sensitivities could affect space weather predictions.140

2 ANTEATR-PARADE Model141

ANTEATR-PARADE is a detailed, interplanetary CME propagation model based142

on the ensemble arrival time model ANTEATR (Kay & Gopalswamy, 2018; Kay et al.,143

2020). Here we briefly describe the details of ANTEATR-PARADE, for the full details144

see Paper I. ANTEATR-PARADE uses both internal magnetic and external drag forces145

to determine the expansion, deformation, and deceleration of a CME as it propagates146

away from the Sun. The expansion determines the CME size, which is defined by the147

total angular width, AW , and the angular width of the cross section, AW⊥. Unlike the148

original ANTEATR, both the toroidal axis and the cross section can have an elliptical149

shape. We describe the shape using δAx, the ratio of the length of the axis in the radial150

direction to it’s length in the perpendicular direction, δCS , the ratio of the cross-sectional151

width in the radial direction to its width in the perpendicular direction, and δCA, the152

ratio of the width of the cross section in the radial direction to the width of153

the axis in the perpendicular direction. Asymmetric forces, either drag or mag-154

netic, can cause the δs to change. The CME’s internal magnetic field evolves from its155

initial values via flux conservation. As such, ANTEATR-PARADE not only yields the156

transit time of CMEs, but the shape and size, propagation and expansion velocities, den-157

sity, and magnetic field properties upon impact. These values can also be use to derive158

parameters such as the in situ duration or estimated Kp index.159

For the magnetic forces, ANTEATR-PARADE calculates both magnetic pressure160

gradients and magnetic tension forces from the CME’s toroidal and poloidal magnetic161

field. The magnetic pressure gradient from the toroidal magnetic field acts to expand162

the CME cross section and the magnetic tension from the poloidal magnetic field restricts163

this expansion. The tension from the toroidal magnetic field points toward the Sun whereas164

the hoop force resulting from the pressure gradient of poloidal magnetic field along a curved165

flux rope pushes away from the Sun. We find that typically, the magnetic forces cause166

expansion of the cross section and that for the axis the inward toroidal tension exceeds167

the outward hoop force. Assuming a CME moving faster than the background solar wind,168
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the drag forces act to slow down both the radial propagation and expansion of the CME.169

Paper I shows that the drag forces tend to be more important than the magnetic forces,170

but both are important.171

Calculating magnetic forces requires some sort of internal magnetic field model for172

the CME’s flux rope. ANTEATR-PARADE uses the elliptic-cylindrical model from Nieves-173

Chinchilla et al. (2018), hereafter referred to as the EC model. This model results from174

solving Maxwell’s equations in an elliptical coordinate system, making it highly suited175

to a CME flux rope with an elliptical cross section. The EC model represents the toroidal176

and poloidal current densities as a sum of polynomial terms that depend on r, the ra-177

dial distance from the cross section center, which can then be used to derive the mag-178

netic field terms. In practice, this is simplified to a single term for each current density,179

represented by a pair of polynomial orders [m, n]. The EC magnetic field components180

are181

Br = 0

Bt = δCSB0[τ − r̄n+1]

Bp = −δCSh
n+ 1

δ2CS +m+ 1

B0

Cnm
r̄m+1 (1)

where B0 scales both components of the magnetic field, τ and Cnm control the relative182

scaling of the toroidal and poloidal magnetic field, and h is
√
δ2CS sin2 ψ + cos2ψ, where183

ψ is the angular parameterization of cross section’s elliptical shape. The radial term, Br184

is zero, the toroidal field, Bt varies with distance from the center, and the poloidal field,185

Bp, varies with both cross section distance and angle. Nieves-Chinchilla et al. (2018) use186

[m, n] = [0,1], which reduces the expression to187

Bt = δCSB0[τ − r̄2]

Bp = − 2δCSh

δ2CS + 1

B0

C10
r̄ (2)

. Currently ANTEATR-PARADE only works with [m, n] = [0,1] but future versions will188

incorporate other polynomial orders. Florido-Llinas et al. (2020) study the stability of189

the EC model for various combinations of [m, n] and find that combinations of low τ and190

C leads to flux ropes that are kink unstable. The forces derived in Paper I show that191

this parameterization of the magnetic field leads magnetic forces that are symmetric in192

ψ and cannot cause any change in the CME shape, only uniform expansion or contrac-193

tion.194

3 Initial Velocity Decomposition195

Paper I considered two different methods for converting the initial velocity of the196

CME front into individual bulk and expansion velocities, what we refer to as the initial197

velocity decomposition (IVD). If we assume that the CME is simply convected out then198

all components move at the same speed in the local radial direction and the angular widths199

remain constant. This approach has been used previously to describe CME velocities in200

pancaking studies as it naturally leads to the radial width becoming proportionally smaller201

than the perpendicular extent (e.g Riley & Crooker, 2004; M. J. Owens et al., 2005). Adding202

an internal overpressure, such as in M. J. Owens et al. (2005), slows down the rate at203

which the CME pancakes. For Paper I, we considered the extreme limit of a fully con-204

vective IVD for both the cross section and toroidal axis expansion. All velocities can then205

be derived from the front velocity, vF , AW , and AW⊥.206

vB = vF cosAW

vE = vF sinAW

vCS,r = vF (1 − cosAW⊥)
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vCS,⊥ = vF sinAW

vAx,r = vF (cosAW⊥ − cosAW )

vAx,⊥ = vE − αvCS,r (3)

vB is the bulk velocity of the center of the CME in the radial direction (motion of the207

red dot labeled ’C’ in Fig. 1 of Paper I). vAx,i are the speeds of the axis away from the208

center in the radial and perpendicular directions. vCS,i are the expansion velocities of209

the cross section in the radial and perpendicular directions. The front speed vF is the210

sum of vB , vAx,r, and vCS,r. Analogously, the speed of the edge in the perpendicular di-211

rection, vE , is the sum of vAx,perp and vCS,r, but with a geometric factor α that depends212

on δCA.213

In many cases, however, we found that a fully convective IVD produces CMEs that214

are far too thin, leading to excessively high values for any parameters that depend on215

flux conservation. Alternatively, we can use a fully self-similar IVD where both the an-216

gular widths and the CME shape remain constant. With this approach, if a velocity de-217

scribes the change in some length L when the CME front is at a radial distance RF , then218

it will vary proportionally with vF as L/RF . For axial lengths as Lr and L⊥ and cross219

sectional widths rr and r⊥ we find220

vB = vF

(
1 − rr + Lr

RF

)
vE = vF + vAx,⊥ + αvCS,r

vCS,r = vF

(
rr
RF

)
vCS,⊥ = vF

(
r⊥
RF

)
vAx,r = vF

(
Lr

RF

)
vAx,⊥ = vF

(
L⊥
RF

)
(4)

where all lengths can be determined from RF and the AW s and δs.221

Whereas the convective IVD only depends on the initial size of the CME and α,222

the self-similar approach depends strongly on the shape. When used to initiate ANTEATR-223

PARADE, the convective IVD will produce pancaking without any additional force but224

by definition the self-similar IVD cannot. We suspect that neither limit is the appropri-225

ate IVD for real CMEs, that the initial velocities fall somewhere in between rather than226

at either limit. Accordingly, we develop a method to pick an IVD that combines the val-227

ues from the two limits.228

In general, if we assume AW and AW⊥ are constant, as we do for both cases, then229

we can determine vCS,⊥ if we know the speed at which the toroidal axis moves out ra-230

dially, which is vB + vAx,r. Knowing vB + vAx,r also gives vCS,r from vF . The other231

velocities cannot be determined without additional information. If we also know vB alone232

then vE follows from AW , which, with vCS,r then determines vAx,⊥.233

We define two parameters f1 and f2 that allow vAx = vAx,r+vB and vB to vary234

between their fully self-similar (f=0) and fully convective (f=1) values. Expressing the235

convective self-similar velocities in terms of AW s and δs we find236

vAx

vF
= f1 cosAW⊥ + (1 − f1)

1

1 + δCS tanAW⊥
(5)

and237

vB
vF

= f2 cosAW + (1 − f2)

[
1 − δCS tanAW⊥(1 + δAx/δCA)

1 + δCS tanAW⊥

]
(6)
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Table 1. Range of Varied Input Parameters

Seed Range

MCME 1016 g 5×1015 - 1.5×1016 g
vFront 1250 km/s 750-1750 km/s
AW 45◦ 35-55◦

AW⊥ 10◦ 5-15◦

δCS 1 0.5-1
δAx 0.7 0.5-0.9
δCA 0.333 0.167-0.5
Cd 1 0.5-1.5
f1 0.5 0-1
f2 0.5 0-1
vSW 440 km/s 330-550 km/s
nSW 6.9 cm−3 5.175-8.625 cm−3

B0/BSW 3 1-10
BSW 5.7 nT 4.275-7.125 nT
τ 1 1-3
C10 1.972 1-2.5

. f1 primarily affects the expansion and distortion of the cross section whereas f2 ap-238

plies to the axis. No rigorous observational studies have yet been done that could con-239

strain the initial expansion velocities in different directions so the fs are free to vary be-240

tween 0 and 1 and need not vary simultaneously as we may one day find that the axis241

and cross section behave differently.242

4 Ensemble Study Description243

To better understand the sensitivity of ANTEATR-PARADE results to the inputs,244

we perform two-dimensional parameter space explorations for different pairs of input pa-245

rameters. Table 4 lists the parameters varied as well as the ensemble seed value and the246

range considered. The ensemble seed values correspond to the seed value from Paper I.247

For the parameters routinely reconstructed from observations (CME mass MCME , vF ,248

AW ) or measured in situ (1 AU solar wind density nSW , velocity vSW , and magnetic249

field strength BSW ) we use a range representative of the uncertainty in each. Many pa-250

rameters describe details for which we do not have real constraints (AW⊥, the fs and251

δs, drag coefficient Cd and B0/BSW ) so we consider a plausible range. We pick a range252

of C10 and τ that predominantly yields flux ropes stable to the kink instability.253

For each pair of parameters we construct a 21 by 21 grid of ANTEATR-PARADE254

results, giving us a total of of 3528 simulations for all 8 parameter pairs (MCME and vF ,255

AW and AW⊥, δCS and δAx, δCA and Cd, f1 and f2, vSW and nSW , B0/BSW and BSW ,256

and τ and C10). For each simulation, we determine 12 output values. Of these, 8 are crit-257

ical values for space weather predictions - vF and vExp at the time of impact, the tran-258

sit time, the duration, Bt and Bp, and an estimated maximum Kp. The other 4 are of259

interest as they shed light on the actual physics within the model - δCS , δAx, δCA, and260

C10. We note that we have also looked at changes from the initial radial dis-261

tance of the CME front, varying it from the seed value of 10 RS to as low as262

5 RS. We see little sensitivity to this parameter, the largest of which being263

a slight increase in the travel time as the CME has slightly farther to travel.264

Most other parameters reach the same equilibrium value by the time they265

reach 1 AU so we do not include these results in this work.266
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The behavior of ANTEATR-PARADE CMEs represents the combination of many267

different effects. We seek to link changes in various input parameters to changes in the268

model outputs. Some of our input parameters are also output parameters (e.g. vF ) so269

there is an obvious direct link. Other outputs are CME properties that evolve with time270

that are calculated from our inputs (e.g. n from MCME). If the initial value of an out-271

put parameter changes then we naturally expect that the final value will as well. This272

includes changes in the IVD altering the expansion speeds. For these parameters, we will273

comment whether the variation in the output directly follows the variation in input (e.g.274

if decreasing the initial δCS by 0.1 causes the final δCS to change by 0.1) or if there ad-275

ditional physics-driven effects.276

In addition, changes in a input may affect either the drag or magnetic forces that277

a CME experiences. The background solar wind properties affect only the drag, other278

than the magnetic field strength that scales the CME magnetic field and factors into the279

pressure gradient calculation. With the exception of the front velocity, the CME param-280

eters tend to affect both the drag and magnetic forces. As seen in Paper I, the drag forces281

tend to be stronger than the magnetic forces for our chosen magnetic field model so we282

can typically attribute most changes to the drag force.283

To analyze the ANTEATR-PARADE parameter space exploration we first deter-284

mine which initial properties are affected by a change in input parameters. We then de-285

termine the relative importance of changes in the drag and magnetic forces.286

5 Ensemble Study Results287

Figures 1-3 show contours of the results of the ANTEATR-PARADE parameter288

space exploration, grouped by output parameter. Each show results for four outputs with289

each parameter having its own subplot index (a, b...). The eight panels show the eight290

different input parameter pairs with the top row showing MCME and vF , AW and AW⊥,291

f1 and f2, and δAx and δCS , and the bottom row showing τ and C10, B0/BSW and BSW ,292

vSW and nSW , and δCA and Cd, from left to right. All contours show the change in an293

output with respect to the ensemble seed value, which are shown in Table 5. For a sin-294

gle output value, all panels use the same color scale with red corresponding to an increase295

and blue to a decrease. The yellow star indicates the location of the ensemble seed within296

each panel.297

We determine the maximum increase and decrease in each output that results from298

changes in a single parameter (i.e. variations along a constant vertical or horizontal line299

intersecting the star in the contour panels). We use the same ranges as shown in the fig-300

ures and our identification of most sensitive input parameter will depend on their cho-301

sen ranges. Typically the maximum variations occur at the edge of these ranges, though302

we do find exceptions. Table 5 lists these variations and the corresponding single input303

parameter. We note that variations of multiple parameters can lead to larger changes304

than presented in Table 5. For C10, we only consider values that correspond to305

kink stable solutions given the seed value of τ .306

5.1 CME Front Velocity307

Figure 1(a) shows the change in the velocity of the CME front, vF . For the final308

vF , ANTEATR-PARADE shows a strong sensitivity to the CME mass, initial vF , drag309

coefficient, solar wind density and velocity, and, to a lesser extent, both angular widths.310

Kay et al. (2020) saw a similar dependence on these parameters for the transit time from311

the original ANTEATR. The final vF depends on the initial vF but the variation in the312

final value is not as large as the initial variation as the drag force changes to negate some313

of it.314
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Table 2. Ensemble Seed Output Values

Output Value Max. Inc. Input Max. Dec. Input

vF 710 km/s 230 km/s δCA -170 km/s MCME

vExp 94 km/s 37 km/s f1 -52 km/s δCS

Transit Time 42.5 hr 16.6 hr vF -8.2 hr vF
Duration 18.6 hr 6.8 hr AW⊥ -8.4 hr B0/BSW

Bt 7.7 nT 19.3 nT B0/BSW -5.8 nT τ
Bp 5.8 nT 13.8 nT B0/BSW -4.1 nT τ
C10 2.17 1.03 B0/BSW -0.41 τ
δCS 0.47 0.34 f1 -0.25 δCS

δAx 0.42 0.22 f2 -0.17 f2
δCA 0.20 0.07 f1 -0.07 δCA

n 10.5 cm−3 31.3 cm−3 AWCS -6.4 cm−3 MCME

Kp 6.5 2.1 B0/BSW -2.6 τ

Previously unseen for the original ANTEATR, we also see a strong de-315

pendence on δCA. The ratio of the cross section size to axis size does affect316

the magnitude of the axial magnetic forces but, more importantly, δCA affects317

the total volume of the CME. The volume varies proportionally with δCA and318

since we consider a constant mass for each case, so does the density. Large319

changes with δCA tend to be representative of the acceleration changing in320

response to the density, rather than a change in the actual forces.321

Many changes in vF result from changes to the drag force. Changing the drag co-322

efficient by 0.5 can increase vF by 200 km/s or decrease it by 100 km/s. Changing the323

CME mass by 50%, which changes the acceleration for a constant force, either drag or324

magnetic, causes vF to change by about 150 km/s and is responsible for the largest de-325

crease in vF . Increasing either angular width increases the area used to calculate the drag326

force, but we find less sensitivity than seen for Cd or MCME . An decrease of 10◦ in327

AW causes a increase of vF by 120 km/s. Changing AW⊥ by 5◦ causes vF to328

increase by 50 km/s. Interestingly, our seed values for this CME are such that329

the chosen AW⊥ produces the minimum vF . As AW⊥ increases, the drag force330

increases and the density decreases. Lower density increases the deceleration331

from drag, but also the expansion of the cross section from internal magnetic332

forces. Our parameters are just such that as AW⊥ increases the effects of ad-333

ditional expansion dominate and increase vF and as AW⊥ decreases then weaker334

drag dominates and vF increases. The background solar wind properties also influ-335

ence the drag forces and vF . Increasing vSW by 25% increases vF by 120 km/s, and in-336

creasing nSW by 25% decreases vF by 60 km/s. We find even larger effects when changes337

in multiple drag force parameters are combined, for example high initial vF and CME338

mass can cause changes well over 200 km/s in the final vF .339

The final vF is less sensitive to the magnetic field model and the IVD. Doubling340

the CME magnetic field strength relative to the BSW causes vF to decrease by 50 km/s341

due to deceleration from the stronger axial magnetic tension force. We see very little other342

sensitivity to the internal magnetic field model or the initial CME shape. Changing the343

IVD to either fully self-similar or convective causes a change of less than 100 km/s with344

the convective cases being slower as they tend to expand more and experience greater345

drag. Changing a single one of the f parameters that control the IVD by 0.5 causes changes346

of order 50 km/s in the final vF .347
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Figure 1. Variations in the different ANTEATR-PARADE outputs for different pairs of input

parameters. From top to bottom, Figure 1 shows changes in the velocity of the CME front (a),

the CME expansion velocity (b), the transit time (c), and the duration (d). Within each subplot

the top row of panels shows from left to right variations with MCME and vF , AW and AW⊥

(labeled as AWp in the figure), f1 and f2, and δAx and δCS , and the bottom row shows τ and

C10, B0/BSW and BSW , vSW and nSW , and δCA and Cd. All panels have the same color range

for a single output parameter and the yellow star indicates the location of the ensemble seed.
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5.2 Expansion Velocity348

Figure 1(b) shows the change in vExp, the expansion speed of the CME’s cross sec-349

tion in the radial direction. This is analogous to what would be inferred from in situ ob-350

servations (up to some geometrical factors accounting for the orientation of an impact).351

We see changes of at least ±20 km/s within each panel suggesting that the IVD and both352

forces all contribute to determining the final vExp. The largest increase and decrease in353

vExp come from changes in f1 and δCS , respectively, which are used to relate the initial354

vF to the initial vExp.355

Changing AW by 5◦ changes vExp by less than 5 km/s whereas a 5◦ change in AW⊥356

causes a change of 35 km/s in vExp. In Section 5.1, we found that vF only increases357

as AW⊥ changes whereas here we see vExp varies proportionally as AW⊥ changes.358

These changes in vExp result from AW⊥ altering the initial expansion veloc-359

ity and the decrease in density allowing for more expansion of the cross sec-360

tion.361

We also find a strong sensitivity to f1, which is another important factor in the ini-362

tial expansion velocity and causes the largest increase in vExp. The final vExp for the fully363

self-similar and fully convective f1 cases differ by 37 km/s. The strongest decreases in364

vExp occur when we decrease δCS . Decreasing δCS by 0.5 causes a 52 km/s decrease in365

vExp. These changes largely result from the change in the initial vExp as δCS factors into366

the self-similar IVD model, but there are second order effects from δCS affecting the cross-367

sectional magnetic forces.368

The radial drag force in ANTEATR-PARADE affects both vF and vExp so vExp369

often behaves similar to vF . Most drag-induced trends remain the same but the mag-370

nitudes may change. Decreases in Cd and MCME cause roughly the same percent change371

in vExp as we saw for vF . These changes appear much weaker in Figure 1(b) than the372

variations in vF in Figure 1(a) because other parameters cause even larger variations in373

vExp.374

Doubling the magnetic field scaling increases vExp by 10 km/s but decreasing it375

by half causes a change of 30 km/s. If we continue to increase the scaling by more than376

a factor of two then vExp begins to decrease. For these cases, the CME initially expands377

very rapidly close to the Sun,reaching a quasi-equilibrium state much closer than the CMEs378

with slightly weaker magnetic field. This allows for more time for the drag forces to slowly379

decrease vExp as it continues propagating to 1 AU. This is largely driven by the ratio380

alone but BSW can also have an effect for larger ratios. This balance between the early381

rapid expansion and slow, continual drag effects appears for any output parameters that382

are sensitive to the internal CME magnetic force.383

We find that vExp is also sensitive to the parameters defining the magnetic field384

model - C10 and τ . Most noticeably, increasing C10 decreases the poloidal magnetic field385

and therefore the magnetic tension resisting the expansion of the cross section, leading386

to smaller vExp. An increase of 0.5 in C10 changes vExp by 15 km/s. Increasing τ increases387

the outward pressure gradient force that expands the cross section. An increase of 1 in388

τ cause a change of 20 km/s in vExp.389

5.3 Transit Time390

Figure 1(c) shows the change in the transit time. This is the same Kay et al. (2020)391

but for the improved model and this work includes results for additional input param-392

eters. We find the strongest sensitivity to the CME velocity. An increase of 500 km/s393

in vF causes a 8.2 hr decrease in the time but a decrease of 500 km/s causes a 16.7 hr394

delay in the transit time. Changing the mass primarily affects the acceleration experi-395

enced from the drag force so the behavior is similar to that seen for the output vF . We396
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see a larger delay from decreasing the mass by 50% (increase of 11.1 hr) as opposed to397

increasing it by the same amount (decrease of 4.1 hr).398

The transit time shows variations of order 5 hr from the combined variations of AW399

and AW⊥, nSW and vSW , or δCA and Cd, which also affect the drag. Large magnetic400

field scaling and BSW can cause a 5 hr increase in the transit time hinting that at very401

high limits of BCME the axial tension can noticeably decelerate a CME. For all other402

the parameters the variation in the transit time is less than 5 hr for the ranges we con-403

sider.404

5.4 Duration405

Figure 1(d) shows the variation in the CME duration. The balance between CME406

expansion and radial deceleration from drag determines the duration as it is a product407

of the CME size and speed. Accordingly, we expect the behavior of the transit time to408

mirror that of either vF or vExp. Nearly all panels show at least a 5 hr change but the409

largest increase of 6.8 hr results from AW⊥, driven by the changes in the ini-410

tial cross-sectional width and expansion velocity, and the largest decrease of411

8.4 hr comes from the ratio of B0 to BSW , driven by the decrease in expan-412

sion from magnetic forces. We find the same sensitivity of the duration to this ra-413

tio as we found for the output vExp. A decrease in the ratio causes less expansion and414

shorter duration. An increase in the ratio causes more expansion until we reach the turnover415

point where excessive overexpansion causes quasi-equilibrium closer to the Sun and the416

slow, continuous effects of drag have more time to act and the duration begins decreas-417

ing.418

The effects from other parameters are slightly smaller than but many are of sim-419

ilar magnitude to those from AW⊥ and the magnetic field scaling. Decreasing the CME420

mass increases the net expansion and overall CME size. A decrease of 50% in MCME421

causes a 6 hr increase. Decreasing the initial CME velocity decreases the velocity at 1422

AU, increasing the duration. A decrease of 500 km/s in vF corresponds to an increase423

of 6.4 hr in the duration.424

The dependence of the duration on C10 and τ is identical to that of vExp with larger425

values of either parameter leading to more expansion and longer durations, with changes426

of about 5 hr. We see some sensitivity to most other input parameters but individual427

variations tend to cause changes of less than 5 hr in the duration.428

5.5 Toroidal Magnetic Field429

Figure 2(a) shows the changes in the toroidal magnetic field, Bt. Not surprisingly,430

we find the strongest sensitivity to the parameters that define the magnetic field model.431

The largest increase in Bt comes from changing the ratio of B0/BSW , which will uni-432

formly scale both Bt and Bp. A ratio of 3 was used in Paper I to ensure stability for all433

the various combinations of magnetic forces and IVD that we considered. Having elim-434

inated the less plausible configurations, the fast CMEs are well-behaved up to much higher435

ratios. Our chosen range is then antisymmetric as we are not concerned with CMEs weaker436

than the background solar wind. Increasing the ratio from 3 to 10 causes Bt to increase437

by 19.3 nT.438

In Paper I, the seed values for τ and C10 were chosen to most closely mimic a force-439

free Lundquist flux rope, which is the most commonly used model. For constant τ at the440

seed value of 1, large decreases in C10 can also cause a large increase in Bt but this regime441

of small τ and C10 corresponds to flux ropes that are kink unstable according to Florido-442

Llinas et al. (2020). The toroidal magnetic field at the center of the flux rope scales lin-443

early with τ so one might expect Bt to also increase. However, increasing τ also increases444

the outward magnetic pressure gradient and the expansion of the cross section. More ex-445
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 but showing contours of the change in the output Bt (a), Bp (b),

C10 (c), and Kp (d).
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pansion leads to a weaker Bt by flux conservation. Fig. 2(a) shows that Bt decreases as446

τ increases, suggesting that the expansion effects must dominate the initial increase in447

Bt. Increasing τ from 1 to 3 causes Bt to decrease by 5.8 nT.448

Bt also depends on δCS as show in Eq. 2 but we see very little sensitiv-449

ity to the initial δCS or any other CME shape parameters, at least relative450

to the magnetic field model parameters. The largest shape-related changes451

of 4.4 nT come from decreasing δCA, which causes smaller denser CMEs that452

expand less and therefore have Bt decrease less via flux conservation.453

We find some dependence on the parameters related to the drag force but these vari-454

ations are all less than 5 nT for our chosen ranges. In general, as the drag increases the455

CME has more time to expand during propagation and therefore weaker Bt.456

5.6 Poloidal Magnetic Field457

Figure 2(b) shows changes in the poloidal magnetic field, Bp. We use the same color458

scale as for the changes in Bt in Figure 2(a). The behavior is largely the same as that459

of Bt but with an even weaker dependence on the drag-related parameters. The area for460

Bt flux conservation depends solely on the cross sectional area perpendicular to the toroidal461

axis, what we typically refer to as just the cross section, whereas the area for Bp flux con-462

servation depends on the length along the toroidal axis and the radius of the cross sec-463

tion. The drag has less of an effect on the toroidal axis shape and size than it does on464

the cross section, which leads to less sensitivity for Bp than Bt.465

The maximum increase in Bp is again caused by the ratio B0/BSW with an increase466

from 3 to 10 causing a 13.8 nT increase. This is about the same change as seen for Bt467

but for the seed case Bp is about 75% of Bt so this represents a larger percent change468

in the output. The maximum decrease in Bp comes from increasing τ but the magni-469

tude of the change decreases to 4.1 nT as opposed to 5.8 nT for Bt. τ does not directly470

scale Bp so this decrease results solely from the changes in CME expansion resulting from471

the increased magnetic pressure gradient. We continue to see some dependence on δCA472

with Bp increasing by 3.5 nT for a decrease of 0.167 in δCS .473

5.7 Magnetic Field Model C10474

Figure 2(c) shows changes in the flux rope magnetic field model parameter C10, which475

inversely scales Bp with respect to the parameter B0. For the ensemble seed with a τ476

of 1, a C10 below 1.7 will be kink unstable. The seed has a final C10 of 2.17 so a decrease477

of more than 0.47 will correspond to an unstable flux rope. As τ increases, lower values478

of C10 become permissible. The critical C10 is 0.75 for a τ of 3, but all ensemble mem-479

bers use a τ of 1 except for those in the τ versus C10 panel.480

Nearly all of our parameter space variations remain kink stable. We find that chang-481

ing the initial C10 causes a roughly comparable change in the final C10. As τ increases,482

the final C10 becomes slightly more sensitive to the initial C10, but a larger range of ini-483

tial C10 values become permissible due to the change in the kink instability limit.484

We also find large increases in the final C10 for small initial AW⊥, but485

little sensitivity to increases from our seed value. This increase in C10 is not486

mirrored by as noticeable of a decrease in Bp so the effects must mostly be487

balanced out by the changes in B0 and δCS.488

Excessive cross-sectional expansion relative to the expansion of the toroidal axis489

causes Bt to decrease faster than Bp. We have chosen τ to remain constant so B0 must490

decrease to account for the change in Bt, so C10 must decrease or Bp will decrease as491

fast as Bt. We do not have any real justification for holding τ constant rather than vary-492
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ing both it and B0 but the model is under-constrained by flux conservation alone so we493

have begun with the simplest approach. With a different choice of initial C10 and τ or494

a different approach to flux conservation we may find different limits on which input pa-495

rameters yield kink stable flux ropes.496

5.8 Maximum Kp497

Figure 2(d) shows the maximum estimated Kp. As in Paper I and Kay et al. (2020),498

we calculate the Kp as499

Kp = 9.5 − exp

[
2.17676 − 0.000052v

4/3
F B

2/3
⊥ sin8/3 θC

2

]
(7)

which is based on the empirical expression in Mays et al. (2015). B⊥ is the perpendic-500

ular component of the magnetic field in Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric coordinates.501

θC is the clock angle of the magnetic field so that the sine term is maximized for fully502

southward magnetic field. We use Bp in place of B⊥ and replace the sine term with 1503

so that our estimated value is the maximum possible upon initial arrival of the CME front.504

Based on the empirical expression, we expect Kp to be sensitive to any inputs that505

affect vF or Bp. Since vF depends mostly on the drag force and Bp depends mostly on506

the magnetic force, we find that Kp is sensitive to most of our input parameters. Sec-507

tions 5.1 and 5.6 show larger percentage changes in Bp than vF so we find that Kp varies508

more strongly with parameters related to Bp and the magnetic expansion rather than509

vF and the drag. Increasing τ from 1 to 3 causes the Kp to decrease by 2.6 due to the510

decrease in Bp. Decreasing C10 causes a large increase in Kp but only when the mag-511

netic field model reaches the kink unstable regime. We see a comparable increase when512

the ratio B0/BSW increases, finding an increase of 2.1 for a ratio of 10. We also finad513

a strong dependence on δCA, which can create an increase of 2 or decrease514

of 1 in Kp due to the changes that results from the effects on the initial den-515

sity.516

The parameters related to the drag force produce weaker changes but they are not517

unimportant. For our ranges, changing either the CME mass, velocity, or AW can cause518

a change of roughly ±1 in Kp. The background solar wind parameters are weaker but519

most can still produce changes of 0.5 in the Kp.520

5.9 CME Density521

Figure 3(c) shows the change in the number density that would be measured in situ522

at 1 AU. This value depends on the CME mass and the CME volume so we find some523

sensitivity to many input parameters. Changing the CME mass has a large effect on the524

number density as expected. Increasing the mass by 50% causes a 9.2 cm−3 increase in525

n. The ensemble seed has a density of 10.5 cm−3 so the change in the final density is pro-526

portionally larger than the change in the initial mass. This results from the larger den-527

sity reducing the acceleration from the magnetic forces and less expansion during prop-528

agation.529

We actually find larger increases from the parameters related to the size, specif-530

ically those affecting the initial size and the magnetically-driven expansion. As either531

initial angular width or δCS decrease the initial number density increases. The largest532

increases come from changing AW⊥ with a 5◦ change causing a 31.3 cm−3 increase in533

n. The effects from δCS are also strong with an 0.5 decrease causing the density to in-534

crease by 11.6 cm−3.535

The other parameters related to the magnetic and drag forces have much536

weaker effects on the final density with most causing changes of no more than537

3 cm−3.538
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 1 but showing contours of the change in the output n (a), δCS (b),

δAx (c), and δCA (d).
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5.10 CME Cross-Sectional Shape539

The remaining three panels show the sensitivity of the various δ param-540

eters describing the shape. The δ themselves are not of particular interest541

for space weather forecasting and hard to measure from in situ profiles. How-542

ever, seeing how they are affected will provide better understanding of the543

fundamental nature of CMEs in interplanetary space.544

Figure 3(b) shows the changes in δCS , the ratio of the width of the cross section545

in the radial direction to the width of the cross section in the perpendicular direction.546

The cross section is constantly expanding but δCS will only change if the widths do not547

change proportionally. In Paper I we saw that our chosen parameterization of the mag-548

netic field model produces forces that cannot change the cross-sectional shape on their549

own. Instead the difference between the drag in different directions induces an asymme-550

try. The magnetic forces still factor into the shape as the net expansion is the difference551

between the outward magnetic and the inward drag forces. As the magnetic forces in-552

crease the asymmetry of the drag forces becomes less important. Since both forces and553

the IVD have an effect, most inputs can affect the final δCS to some extent.554

The decrease in the final δCS result from the initial δCS . A change of 0.5 in the ini-555

tial δCS causes a change of 0.25 in the final value. This means that the change in the556

forces counteracts some of the change in the initial value. Since our forces consistently557

cause a decrease in δCS during propagation the forces must become weaker for smaller558

initial δCS causing the net decrease between the initial and final values to be smaller.559

We see a strong dependence on the IVD, but only through f1 as that sets the cross-560

sectional expansion speeds. Increasing f1 to fully convective-like causes δCS to decrease561

by 0.23 whereas δCS increases by 0.34 by decreasing f1 to fully self-similar-like.562

The dependence of δCS on B0/BSW is similar to what we saw for vExp as these out-563

puts are linked via the expansion. More expansion makes the asymmetry of the drag force564

less important so δCS remains higher and more circular. We find much decreases for mag-565

netic field ratios that lead to less expansion overall or excessive early expansion letting566

drag dominate over longer distances. We also find a moderate dependence on vF567

and δCA, with both creating increases of order 0.1 in δCS. The dependence on568

the other input parameters is weaker but when the drag force increases, δCS decreases569

as the cross section becomes more elliptical.570

5.11 CME Axial Shape571

Figure 3(c) shows contours of δAx using the same color range as δCS in Fig. 3(b).572

Most parameters show changes of less than 0.05 in δAx. In Paper I, we found little change573

in δAx for different magnetic forces. We saw more sensitivity to the drag, but the effects574

were still relatively small. The only significant difference resulted from changes in the575

IVD model.576

These 2D parameter space explorations reproduce the effects we found before. None577

of the parameters that effect the magnetic or drag force cause noticeable changes in δAx.578

The only significant changes results from changing f2, which affects the IVD, or δAx, which579

affects both the initial value of δAx and the IVD. We find the strongest sensitivity to f2580

with increasing to fully self-similar-like (f2 of 0) causing an increase of 0.22 in the final581

δAx. Decreasing f2 to fully convective-like causes a decrease of 0.17 in δAx. We also see582

that δCA and MCME can have a small effect since they change the CME den-583

sity and the effectiveness of the forces, but these only cause changes of 0.5584

in the final δAx585
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5.12 CME Cross Section/Axial Ratio586

Figure 3(d) shows the ratio of the width cross section in the radial di-587

rection to the width of the axis in the perpendicular direction. Again, we use588

the same contour levels as the other two δ shape parameters. We see less sen-589

sitivity to f1 and f2 than we did for the other δs but similar weak dependen-590

cies on most other parameters. While weaker than the changes in the other591

δ, the largest changes of 0.07 still come from changing f1 to either fully con-592

vective or full self similar. We also find a decrease of 0.07 in the final δCA if593

we decrease the initial δCA by 0.167, which shows that the change in the forces594

must counteract the initial change.595

6 Ranking Sensitivity596

In Section 5 we analyzed which inputs cause the most meaningful changes for each597

individual output parameter of ANTEATR-PARADE. Ideally, we would like to deter-598

mine which inputs are the most important to know precisely for accurate space weather599

predictions. If we could identify one or two that are the most critical then observational600

studies could begin focusing on how to better constrain these values. To simultaneously601

compare the importance of different inputs for different outputs, we scale the absolute602

change in an output by the maximum absolute change of that output for any variation603

in a single output parameter. Let xi be the value of an input i that produces the max-604

imum change in some output Oj . For every xi we have the corresponding maximally vary-605

ing output Oj(xi). We define the maximum Oj(xi) for all i as ∆Oj . We then define the606

sensitivity of an output j to input i as607

sensij =
Oj(xi) −Oj(x0)

∆Oj
(8)

where x0 corresponds to the ensemble seed value of xi. While this allows us to compare608

the relative importance of inputs to output, we note that it removes all knowledge of the609

actual magnitude of the change Oj . For example, we find the maximum possible sen-610

sitivity of 1 for the output δAx on the input f2, but the maximum change in δAx is not611

particularly large and we would not expect this level of variation to make a significant612

difference in any space weather predictions. We include the sign of the sensitivity to in-613

dicate the direction of change in the output value but this yields no information about614

whether that results from an increase or decrease in that input parameter. Finally, we615

note that Oj and the resulting sensitivities are dependent on our chosen ranges for each616

input value. While there are many caveats to keep in mind, this method allows us a man-617

ner of comparing the relative importance of the different input parameters.618

6.1 Fast Results619

Figure 4(a) shows the sensitivity for the fast CME we presented in Section 5. The620

vertical axis shows the 16 different input parameters, the horizontal axis shows the 11621

output values, and each cell is colored according to the sensitivity. Every column has at622

least a single cell with a sensitivity of either 1 (dark red/brown) or -1 (dark blue), in-623

dicating which input that creates the largest change in that output. These cells corre-624

spond to the input parameters listed in Table 5. If there are other parameters that have625

nearly the same sensitivity as the maximal ones these values will appear noticeably red626

or blue in Fig. 4(a) whereas the less sensitive ones will be nearly white.627

Fig. 4(a) does not add any new information beyond the results of Sec 5 but it does628

allow us to visualize the sensitivity more easily. We see that inputs closely linked to the629

drag force (MCME , vF ) affect the transit time and vF . The magnetic inputs (mostly B0/BSW630

but to some extent τ and C10) affect the amount of expansion and therefore the output631
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Figure 4. Sensitivity of ANTEATR-PARADE outputs (horizontal axes) to various inputs

(vertical axes). We show results for a fast CME (a), average CME (b), extreme CME (c), and a

signed mean of all three scales (d).
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magnetic properties. The IVD, through the fs and δs, affects the final shape and expan-632

sion of the CME, which then determine the duration.633

We can also find meaning in the regions with low sensitivity that have the light-634

est shades in the figure. For example, we do not see a particularly strong dependence635

on the background solar wind properties for any output other than vF . The magnetic636

field does not depend strongly on much other than the initial scaling of the637

CME’s magnetic field strength. This could help identify which parameters638

are not top priorities to constrain if one is only concerned with specific out-639

puts.640

Any quantitative analysis of the sensitivity will involve some what arbitrary cri-641

teria but it is the only manner by which we can attempt to rank the importance of the642

various inputs. We set a cutoff for “importance” by determining which inputs can cause643

variations ≥50% of their ∆Oj . We have 192 unique pairs of inputs and outputs and find644

that 41 of them satisfy this criteria for importance. The most important is B0/BSW , which645

satisfies our criteria for 7 outputs, followed by MCME and AW⊥ (5), vF , δCS , δCA (4),646

and f1 (5) and τ (3). We do not list the inputs with 2 or fewer important sensitivities.647

B0/BSW , AW⊥, δCS , δCA, and f! are some of the least constrained inputs with the648

largest ranges of possible values. This very well may be the sole reason that they pro-649

duce the largest ranges in outputs rather than the sensitivity of the underlying physics.650

However, these ranges are meant to be representative of our current limits of understand-651

ing so regardless of the source of the sensitivity we can say that improving our constraints652

on these values will be the most effective way to improve the uncertainty in the ANTEATR-653

PARADE outputs.654

6.2 Other Scale CMEs655

We have repeated the simulations of Sec. 5 using the average and extreme CMEs656

from Paper I as ensemble seeds. Figure 4(b) shows the sensitivities for the average case657

and Figure 4(c) shows the sensitivities for the extreme case. We can immediately see that658

there are noticeable differences between CMEs of different strengths.659

For example, we consider the duration. The fast CME shows the strongest depen-660

dence on AW⊥ and δCS with weaker but non-negligible dependencies on MCME , vF , δCA,661

B0/BSW , and τ . If we look at the duration for the average CME we see a much weaker662

dependence on most input parameters. AW⊥ and δCS still dominate the changes in the663

duration but there are less effects from the others. The slow CME moves at nearly the664

background solar wind speed so there are fewer drag effects. It also has weaker magnetic665

expansion so the duration is essentially dominated by the values that determine the ini-666

tial size. For the average CMEs we consistently see a strong dependence on the initial667

values and less variation from drag and magnetic forces.668

In contrast, the extreme CME retains many of these dependencies of the fast CMEs669

but the relative importance changes with MCME becoming the most important. We also670

see an increase in sensitivity to AW and f1 from the fast case. For some parameters, such671

as δAx, the sign of the sensitivity changes. We emphasize that this is not a reversal in672

how the duration varies with δAx, rather that we see a larger decrease than increase in673

the duration for the extreme CME whereas the fast CME shows a larger increase. In gen-674

eral, we find that the extreme CME tends to have enhanced sensitivity to the param-675

eters related to drag since the differential speed between the CME and background so-676

lar wind is much larger for this case. We still find some sensitivity to the parameters re-677

lated to the magnetic force, though typically less than for the fast case.678

Using our criteria for importance, we find that the average CME also679

depends most strongly on B0/BSW (7 outputs), followed by δCS (6), δCA and680
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f1 (5), AW⊥ and τ (4), and vF , AW , and vSW (3). For the extreme sensitiv-681

ity, the most important inputs are δCS, δCS, and f1 (7 outputs each) followed682

by τ and AW⊥ (5), MCME and B0/BSW (4), and AW (3). This show that dif-683

ferent scale CMEs are most sensitive to different inputs.684

To illuminate any universal trends across different CME scales we take the mean685

of the absolute value of the sensitivity for all three scales. We then assign it the dom-686

inant sign of the three cases and plot this as the all scales mean in Figure 4(d). We see687

a few points where a input consistently cause at least 90% of the maximum change in688

an output, specifically variations in the transit time from vF , δCS and δCA from f1, δAx689

from f2, Bp and C10 from B0/BSW , and the Kp from τ . We find 16 instances with a690

mean sensitivity of greater than 75% with δCS and B0/BSW being responsible for 9 of691

them. Lowering the criteria to 50% yields an total of 45 pairs with 34 of the having ei-692

ther AW⊥, δCS , δCA, f1, B0/BSW , or τ as the input. Accordingly, we suggest that space693

weather predictions of the outputs considered here can best be improved by improving694

our measurements of AW⊥, δCS , δCA, f1, B0/BSW , or τ .695

7 Discussion696

While this paper represents represents the most comprehensive study of the sen-697

sitivity of space weather parameters related to CME propagation, we by no means have698

fully resolved their dependencies. Most noticeably, we have considered the simplest ver-699

sion of the Nieves-Chinchilla et al. (2018) magnetic field model using [m,n] = [0,1], which700

produces no asymmetry in the magnetic forces causing cross-sectional expansion. It re-701

mains to be seen if magnetic forces could induce stronger effects with a different mag-702

netic field model. The magnetic forces must be re-derived for different combinations of703

m and n (or a generic expression derived, if possible), which will be the focus of a fu-704

ture study. Additionally, other effects may cause more extensive changes in a CME’s mag-705

netic field than simple distortion of the cross section. For example, magnetic erosion eats706

away at one side of a flux rope (e.g Ruffenach et al., 2012, 2015) , which should cause707

asymmetries in the magnetic forces. As with the rest of the OSPREI suite, ANTEATR-708

PARADE has a very modular design making it simple for future work to replace the mag-709

netic field model or add additional forces affecting the CME’s propagation.710

We suggest that ANTEATR-PARADE could provide new insights into the behav-711

ior of CMEs close to the Sun. We can easily constrain an input by matching the sim-712

ulation results to a single observable, but this may not reduce things below the plausi-713

ble range one would guess based on previous observational studies or common sense in-714

tuition, especially if there is uncertainty in the observable output. We may be able to715

significantly tighten our constraints by forcing the results to simultaneously reproduce716

multiple observables. For example, δCS is nearly impossible to measure in the corona but717

we see that vExp and the duration are fairly sensitive to it for all CMEs. We identified718

several parameters, most of which are hard to measure in the corona, as the most cru-719

cial for improving space weather predictions because they affect the largest number out-720

puts of ANTEATR-PARADE. This means, however, that we have the most opportuni-721

ties to constrain them for specific events using in situ observations, and hopefully de-722

velop general trends that could be applied to future predictions.723

8 Conclusion724

We present a parameter space study for the new ANTEATR-PARADE model, de-725

termining how each input affects each of the outputs. This model is one of the most com-726

prehensive interplanetary CME propagation models so the outputs are not limited to the727

transit time and CME velocities upon impact, but also include the magnetic properties728

of the CME, the CME shape, and an estimated Kp index. If we can identify the inputs729
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that cause the largest variations in the outputs then future space weather predictions730

could be improved by focusing on refining our ability to measure those specific inputs.731

The variations can be attributed to either changes in the initial values of certain732

output parameters, to changes in the drag force that decelerates the CME, or to changes733

in the magnetic force which expands the CME cross section. We first consider a fast CME.734

We find that parameters related to the drag force affect the final front velocity of the735

CME and transit time whereas parameters related to the magnetic forces affect the cross-736

sectional expansion and therefore the final expansion speed and internal magnetic prop-737

erties. Both the CME duration and estimate Kp combine the effects of drag and mag-738

netic expansion and show sensitivity to many input parameters.739

We extend our analysis to an average CME moving slightly faster than the back-740

ground solar wind and an extreme CME that moves much faster. The effects of drag be-741

come more important for the extreme CME and weaker for the average CME. In con-742

trast, the magnetic forces become more important for the average CME and weaker for743

the extreme CME. We define a metric to quantify the sensitivity of each output to each744

input. The sensitivities noticeably vary between the average, fast, and extreme CMEs.745

We find that over all scale CMEs the largest sensitivities tend to occur for the param-746

eters defining the internal magnetic field model, the size and shape of the CME cross sec-747

tion, and the precise manner in which the initial expansion velocities are defined. While748

still important, we see weaker sensitivity to the properties of the background solar wind749

and the size and shape of the CME’s central axis. These trends are specific to ANTEATR-750

PARADE with the current magnetic field model, but further study may confirm their751

importance for space weather predictions in general.752
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